LESSON 50 (NISIZIPO)

Vocabulary:

KONO;
, niohKONOAw, nitohKONIhp = to find
kom6zi- = honest, sincere; kom6zitapi = an honest person
nit6hKONITAKI
I am sorry, contrite, mourn
nitaiSAPONISTA = I conjure, make medicine
motokis, -otoki- = skin, hide (an. generally, but in. after a certain stage of curing); notokis = my skin; 6kotokis
=rawhide; ot6kis = egg-shell; ini6tokis =buffalo hide; ot6ki kidney; aut6xinazi = bean
izimani = parfleche; pI. izimanisz
ohKITUPI; nit6hKITUPI, nit6hKITUPATAw, nit6hKITUPATOhp = to ride (as a horse)
IZKO: nizIZKO, nitOZIZKATAw & nizIZKATAw,
= to overtake, pass beyond, surpass
IZKA: nitaiIZK', nitaiIZKAMAw,
= to fight
ikam- = if, if eventually, perhaps
okraw
SKUNAKA: nitSKUNAKI, nitSKUNAKATAw, nitSKUNAKAZIhp = to shoot (at)
Conditional Subjunctive Continued:
The prefix IKAM- may be placed in front of a conditional (or other) subjunctive to emphasize its special meanings.
Also, a future sign MAK- or MAX- may precede a Conditional Subjunctive to stress the future: e.g. ikami6kainiki,
makauziminiki. The conditional sUbjunctive is negated by SAI- or SAU- (s+ai- or s+sau-): e.g. saisfxtaki-eniki,
saisixtakiminiki, saisfxtakienm'iiniki, auotoieniki.
All of this is simple enough, but there is, of course, more complication in the centrifugal centripetal forms.
Centrifugal
SiXIPOeniki
= if I bite you
SiXIPAinoainiki
= if I1we bite you pI.
SIXIPOinaniki
if we bite you

Centripetal
if you bite me
SIXIPOkieniki
if you pI. bite me/us
SIXIPOkienoainiki
=
SIXIPOkinaniki
= if you bite us

In other forms a -Z- is inserted:
SIXIPOZeniki
SIXIPOZinaniki
SIXIPOZenoainiki
SIXIPOZenikiaw
SIXIPOZinanikiaw
SIXIPOZenoainikiaw

=
=

=

if he bites me/you; if 4th bites 3rd
if he bites us (excl)
if he bites you pI.
if they bite me/you
if they bite us (excl.)
if they bite you pI.

There is also an indefinite passive form for the Conditional Subjunctive: e.g. SKUNATAhki

= he was shot (at).

Exercises:
Select two of the verbs of this lesson and put them into all the forms of the Conditional Subjunctive.
Translate: If we go hunting, we'll shoot at some buffalo.
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LESSON 51 (NISIZIPO NIZIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:
-oni, -uni = day; ONlw
it is a day (of 24 hours).
matuni = yesterday;
mistapotuni
day before yesterday
kiskanmormng;
xiskanyotoni (in.) = morning; xiskanyotonisi
the morning, when it is morning (subjunctive)
xiskanyaawahsin (in.)
breakfast
nizIXKANYOI
I eat breakfast.
skonatap-, iskonatap- = strong, hard-working, useful;
nitS KONATAPs' = I am strong etc: SKONATAPsiw (an.), SKONATAPiw (in.)
SKOMAHKA = to run back
SKOTO = to take back (see MATO)
SKOTAHKAII = to go back home (see AHKAII):
skotahkyapomahka-w = one who runs back home, makes a homer (in baseball) (see APO. OMAHKA. SKOl.
niskunix (Napi's name for the animals; see SKUN = my little brother) nitskunitamix =my pets
XISZI: nitaiXISZI,
, nitaiXISZISTOZlhp = to be ready
.auAWAHKA = to walk about
APAWAWAHKA = to wander, travel

Numerals for Counting Days:
This series of numeral verbs resembles the series for counting years of age. The "day" here is onc of 2-1. hours
the clock or one day and one night by the old count. The series is based on the verb ONI, though often the 0
becomes AU:
aUNlw
1
aitoxkaUNlw
6
2
aistokiAUNlw
auhkiziki
UNIw
7
aioxkAUNlw
anisONlw
3
8
4
aisONlw
aipihxONlw
9
5
aistONlw
10
aipONlw
11
aizikoputONIwetc.
Though it is doubtful that there are precise rules for these forms, here are a few more on record:
it is
it is
it is
it is
it is

20 days
21 days
30 days
40 days
50 days

aiszipONlw
nazipo-aizikoputONI w
aiipONlw
aisipONlw
aisizipONlw
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Exercises:
Conjugate iSTOTOhsi. <iiISIZTAKL aiISISZIMAw and Uii)1SZUMOKI.
Make up conversations with a partner involving buying and selling articles that cost in the range of 40 and 50
dollars. Discuss persons; of that age.
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LESSON 52 (NISIZIPO NAZIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:
IMOKiKA ::: to skate
ISKAZI =to race
xiw-awakasi ::: spider;
xiw-awakasiw opis == web
KAPI- == to crawl
nitauAISKA.PI = I crawl.
nitailSTAHKA.PI == I crawl in; to set (of the sun)
nitaiSAISKAPI =I era wI out; to rise (of the sun)
OTAMISKAPI == to dawn
AMISKAPI == to crawl up or south
miniauhsini == berry soup
miniokakin == berry pemmican
miniohki
wine
mokakin == pemmican

The Potential Subjunctive:
Just as the second type of subjunctive, the Conditional, was the easiest to learn, so the last type is the hardest. You
may not use it often, but at least you should understand what it is all about. One reason why it is difficult is that it
deals with non-reality, and this world is so full of people who cannot tell the real from the unreal, that it's no wonder
they are troubJed by this type of language. Still, perhaps just studying the language problem will eventually help
you to distinguish the life problem of Real vs Unreal. Uhlenbeck calls this SUbjunctive the irrealis. It is characterized
by the suffix -OPI (-TOPI) and by a set of variable prefixes: a series based on DRAM- to express a wish for an
ideal, and another series based on AHK -STAI-to express something like the English "would .... .if.. ... ". The series
AHK-STAI-, of course, has its alternate' in a series AHK-STAU- we have seen already that STAI- (STAU-) is a
negative in the first type of subjunctive. It sometimes seems close in meaning to the English word "would" as, for
example, is the common polite way of inviting someone to dance (coupled here with the "future" sign AK-): Ki
t:ikstaipaska?* Many sentences of the Potential Subjunctive are of the type used in a once-popular song "If I knew
you were coming, I'd have (would have) baked a cake." Notice that both clauses in this sentence express a condition
that is actually unreal. Or take another example: "If I were you, I'd have slapped his face."
Here is an intransitive conjugation using AHKSTAI- and Uhlenbeck's "To bite":
nahkstaiSIXTAKIhpinanopi
ahkstaiSIXTAKlotopi
kahkstaiSIXTAKIhpuwawopi
ahkstaiSIXTAKluopiaw

nahkstaiSIXTAKlhtopi == if I might bite ...
2
3
4

kahkstaiSIXTAKlhtopi
ahkstaiSIXTAKIwopi
ahkstaiSIXTAKluopinai
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The transitive Animate with Singular Objects:
nahkstaiSIXIPAwopi
2
3
4

nakstaiSIXIPAnanopi
ahkstaiSIXIPAwopi
ka.hkstaiSIXIPAwawopi
ahkstaiSIXIPiwopiaw (aiye)

kahkstaiSIXIPAwopi
ahkstaiSIXIPlwopi (aiye)
ahkstaiSIXIPIwopinai

The plural object forms replace -OPI with -OPIAW for 1st and 2nd persons, and add -AIX to 3rd and 4th persons.
The transitive Inanimate with Singular Objects:
nahkstaiSIXZlhpinanopi
ahkstaiSIXZlhtopi
kahkstaiSIXZlhpuwawopi
ahkstaiSIXZlmopiaw (ai ye)

mihkstaiSIXZlhtopi
2
3
4

kahkstaiSIXZlhtopi
ahkstaiSIXZlmopi (aiye)
ahkstaiSIXZlmopinai

The plural object forms replace -OPI with -OPIAW for the I st and 2nd persons, and add -AISZ to the 3rd and 4th
persons.

* Kitdkstaipdska may,

however be a mistaken/arm/or hrdkstaipdska.

Here are a few more examples for variety:
NahkstauMATOhtopi, nitAHSZIhtopi =I would go if I wanted to (I would have gone, if! had wanted to). Notice
the verb OMATO in the first clause and the use of the Potential Subjunctive in both clause. Note too that both
clauses express something that is not real in actuality.
nahkstauAHKYAUPlhtopi, saiOTAwopi

=

mihkstauMOZAwopi, nizfKAHTaumawopi
nikamohkUYlhtopi
nikamS IMlh topi
nikamAKOZAPStopi

=
=

=

=

I would stay home, if it rained (I would have stayed home if
it had rained. Notice the verb AHKAIUPI.
I would have won, if I had gambled.
How I wish I mli-' i. eat!
How I wish for a dlll1k!
How I'd like to be rich!

Exercises:
We would have come if we had wanted to. They would have stayed at home if it had rained. You would have won
if you had gambled. How I wish I had ",,011! Oh that you could come home! (begin with kikam-.) Oh, that Black
Eagle would hunt elk!
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LESSON 53 (NISIZIPO NIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:
xiszikosi =during the day (subj.)
xiszikumsbizis
window
xistohzi (kristohzi)
at random, in vain
xlstapi
at random, in vain, for nothing
XISTAPO
to wander
XISTOHKOTA ::: to give gratis
XIS TAPANI = to tell falsely
lXA:
, nizIXAw,
to stick, pierce, innoculate, vaccinate
moxls
awl; moxlx pI.; noxis = my awl
pumap
good; PUMAPSlw (an.), PlTMAPlw (in.)
is good.
ihmipuyopi = telephone
nitaiSAIYAIPUYI == I am silent.
kutaiaipuyi-w = mute

Potential Subjunctive-Negatives:
The problem of negating potential subjunctives is a little different from other negations, if only because it involves
negating that which is already actually unreal or merely potentiaL Furthermore, one element in the positive forms
is -STAI- (STAU-), which is itself a negative of sorts. One way to make the negation is to prefix KUTAI-, KUTAU-,
inserted between the pronominal series and the stem. Another method is to insert SAI-, SAU, in the rear of IKAM
or AHK-STAI-, AHK- STAU- (IKA.MSAI-, lKA.MSAU- and AHKSTAISAU-).
Here are some samples:
nikutaiSIXTAKlhtopi; nikutaiSIXIPAwopi; nahkstaisauSIXTAKlhtopi; nahkstaisauSIXIPAwopi;
nahkstaisauSIXZIhtopi; nikamsauSIXTAKIhtopi; nikamsauSIXIPAwopi, etc.
In English these would translate into "that I might not bite", "how I wish I might not bite" etc. Note that English
like Blackfeet, sometimes uses this kind of sentence without any word for "if': e.g. "Had I known him better, I
would not have hired him".

Exercises:
Read these sentences -

nahkstaumatohtopi kutaisotawopi.

Translate: IfI seek, I'll find. Ifl would seek, I would find. Ifl don't seek, I won't find. If I would not seek, I would
not find. Had I not gone there I would not have seen you. Would you have married him had you known he had ten
children? IfI had known, I would not have married him. Would you have married him if he were not rich? No, if
he were not rich, I would not have married him.
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LESSON 54 (NISIZIPO NISIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:
pun (an.) =a bracelet; pI. punix;
nitohPUNI = to have or wear a bracelet.
PAIOTAw = he/she flies; a bird
XISTO: nirniXISTOI, niziXISTOWATAw
, =to promise
ASTA: (usually with IT) nizitASTAKI, nizitASTAw, nizitASTOhp = to put (there)
nitASZINAKI = I issue rations;
nitASZIN' (ASZINAw)
to draw rations
iszinan (in.) = rations; pI. -minisz
natoixisziko' = Sunday, week
sikatoixisziko = Monday ("Sunday's over,")
it8ihtazikyinikiopi =Tuesday (v. tazik-, iniki)
it8ihtazikaszinaupi = Wednesday
namaixisziko = Thursday ("just a day")
irniinikiopi = Friday
irnszinaupi = Saturday

Potential Subjunctive: Centrifugal and Centripetal:

The centripetal forms typically have the usual sign -KI:
Centrifugal
bihkstalNOhtopi = I would see (have seen) you
kahkstalNOhpuwawopi I-you pI.
kahkstaINOhpinanopi we-you sing. & pI.

Centripetal
kahkstaINOkihtopi = you would see (have seen) me.
kahkstaINOkihpuwawopi = you pl.-me
kahkstalNOkihpinanopi = you sing. & pI.
us

Centripetals (with Singular Agent)
nahkstalNOkopi

= he would see
(have seen) me

2
3

kahkstaINOkopi = he-you
mahkstaINOkopi = 4th-3rd

nahkstaINOkinanopi

=he would see

(have seen) us (excl.)
ahkstaINOkiwopi = he-us (inc.)
kahkstaINOkawopi he-you pI.

Centripetals (with Plural Agent)
nahkstaINOkopiaw
2

= they-me

kahkstaINOkopiaw = they-you

nahkstaINOkinanopiaw = they-us (excl.)
ahkstaINOkiopiaw =they-us (incI.)
kahkstaINOkowawopiaw = they-you pI.

Exercises:

Conjugate three verbs in all the Centrifugal Centripetal forms of the Potential Subjunctive.
Page
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LESSON 55 (NISIZiPO NISIZIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:

mat6mohzi =first; (m)atom- =first
sako6hzi =last; sako- =last
nazauhzi =last; nazlast
AKANA:
,nitAKANAw, nitAKANIhp =to hurt, injure
auAKUZIw =it's boiling, fizzing effervencing;
aisakuzi-w =beer
aipANIw
it clears up (of the weather).
nitauAZIM' (auAZIMAw)
to invite
KAIIHZIw = there is room, space.
insiman (i) (in.) = a plant, seed, grain;
insimapikoan = farmer (white)
napayeninsiman =wheat;
iht:iiinsimahpi
garden, farm
tXPIKAw = it's sticky; ixpika- = sticky
imat-, imaz- = almost, nearly
nitaiIMATAw = I imitate.
ruxist6matomahka-w
automobile (v. OMATO, IMAHKA)
nitauMATAPO (OMATAPO) = to begin, start, travel
_ _ _ _ , nitaiSAMMAw, nit:iiSAZIhp
to look for, seek.
KANYOTO: nit:iiKANYOTAKI, nit:iiKANYOTOAw, nit:iiKANYOZIhp to catch (exactly) (used for catching
a ball);

aikany6taki-w
apohkipi (in.)

=catcher (in baseball)
field

The Ordinal Numerals:

The ordinal "first" is the single exception. Otherwise ordinals are based on the combining forms of the numbers
prefixed by OMOHT-, OMOHZ- and suffixed by -PI (animate) or -HPI (inanimate). The animate forms are not
often used, but the inanimate one occur frequently, and especially as adverbs. Here are some of them as inanimate:
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

omohzISTOKAhpi
omohzOXKAhpi
omohzISOhpi
omohzISfTOhpi
omohtAUOhpi

7th
8th
9th
10th
11th

omohtAUHKIZfKOhpi
omohtANISOhpi
omohziPIHXOhpi
omohzIPOhpi
omohzIZIKOPUTOhpi etc., etc.

There are several other series of numeraL One is the "multiplying adverbs": once, twice, thrice, four times etc. But
these are practically identical to the inanimate cardinal numerals: 'toxkai, mitokai, niuoxkai, nisoyi etc.
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Combining forms can be incorporated into the verbal roots to indicate the number of times an act was performed.
Take for example the verb ANISZI to do:
niziT-ANISZI
nizISTOK-y-ANISZI
niz6XK-ANISZI
nizIS-ANISZI
nizISIT-ANISZI

=
=

=

I did it once.
I did it twice.
I did it thrice times.
I did it four times.
I did it five times, etc.

There are also several distributive series involving the use of the prefix KANAI-, KABAU- (one to each, two to
each, etc.). These have animate, inanimate and verbalized forms. But it seems unnecessary to include them in an
elementary course, so I shall just refer the aspiring student to Uhlenbeck's Grammar, pp. 129-130.

Exercises:
Instead of ANISZI, try the exercise given above with three other verbs and in other persons, e.g. aiPUYI. Complete
the series to "ten times". Count with the ordinals to the 20's. Use them with animate and inanimate nouns.
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LESSON 56 (NISIZiPO NAIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:

nizIZI (IZIw)
to he ripe, well, healthy (d. MAZI- :::: s\\ eet)
oziszini :::: strawbetTY (-ies)
ozisa
cactus
nitOZISI_ _ _ _ _ _ , nitOZISATOhp
to smoke (.is a pipe)
ihtozisop :::: pipe
nitaiSlKAKI = I kick.
koap- = useful; koapi
a useful thing
nitohKOAIMI, nitohKOAIMAw, nitohKOAIZihp =to use, profit by
ohkuinimani (in.)
pipe; nitahkuinimani
my pipe (for smoking)
sikohkyaiyo =black bear
papauhkyaiyo
dream bear
xahkum (a) (krahkum) (an.)
earth, world, land; xahkoi f in.)
a piece of land
awahsini = country, land; nitawahsini = my country
awatohpi-w xahkum = there's an earthquake.
okoais-xahko = reservation, communal land
SAUOTO = to take away, off, out (may be cut to SAUTO .. MO; see MATO)
_ _ _ _ _ _ , nitSAUTOAw, nitSAUZlhp
I take ,lway, off, out. from.
POKAII: nitaiPOKAII (aiPOKAIIw)
to be born;
pokaup == baby, catbird
Accommodative Forms:
There are both positive and negative aspects of the accornr..odative forms, that is, they may be used to express
doing something to help or to harm someone else or to do something instead of someone else, In either case, they
may most often be translated with the preposition "for", They are constructed by the insertion of the infix -MO- or
-TOMO- at the end of the verb stem:
nitaiKAKO-MO-Aw
nitAUATO-MO-Aw

=
=

I chop (wood) for him.
I eat for him.

But sometimes the verb becomes accommodative without these infixes:
nitaihKITOAw
nitaiSAPIAw

=
=

I cook for himlher. (also nitauYIAw <YOSI.)
I look for himlher.

And not always are favors expressed:
automoyiuaiye otokani

=

he scalped him.
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It is therefore difficult to formulate the accommodatives on your own, but some forms are exceedingly useful and
can easily
!farned:

re

nit:iu AZIMOTHKAHKOHTOMOAw

nitaiiSINOMOAw
ni;AuISTOTOMOAw
n:LINfHKOHTOAw & nit:HNIHKOHTOAw

:::
:::

nitAPOTOMOAw

I pray for hirnlher.
I erase for him/her; I forgive him/her.
I make (something) for him/her.
I sing for hirnlher.
I work for him/her.

Exercises:
Conjugate lhe various accommodative verbs in this lesson.

",

i
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LESSON 57 (NISIZIPO IHKIZIKIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:
maziwap-, mazowap- = handsome, beautiful, good-looking; MAZOWAPSlw v, an., MAZOWAPlw v. in.
kisumfnihxini in. = moon-song
inikat- = since a long time ago, a long time since
aiSAMOw = it is a long time;
akaisamo-w
it's already a long time.
sam- = a long time
SAMIS- . = to take a long time: nitaiSAM'S & nitaiSAMIS (aiSAM'SIw & aiSAMISlw)
misamoyi = a long time
pUhsapohzi
since that time

Time Expressions:
There are many idiomatic expressions in language for talking about time: "How long does it take to ... ?" "How long
ago was it that...?" "It was three years ago that...," and so on. Here are some examples of such sentences in
Blackfeet to serve as models:
=

Za-{miszfs samowa akizitOTOpa Uniki-sisahtai?

How long will it take for us (incl.) to get to Milk
River?
How long will it take for you (sing.) to get to Milk
River?
How long will it take for me to get to Milk River?
How long will it take for them to get to Milk River?
How long did it take you to get to Milk Ri ver?

Za-kaniszfs samowa kitakizitOTOhpa Uniki-sisahtai?
Za-aniszis samowa nitakizitOTOhpa Uniki-sisahtai? =
Za-aniszfs samowa akizitOTOwexaw Uniki-sisahtai? =
Za-aniszi samowaz kizizitOTOhpa Uniki-sisahtai?
=
nituminaziaw
nituyi-'niszinaziaw
matumohzinazi-w
itumoht 'niszimlziaw
nizinam eni in6hxisi
nizinamiaw eni ponokai
mlniszfna eni imitaw
kaniszina eni imitaw
niszfmlm eni imitaw
mataniszinam (az) eni imitaw
nizinamiaw eni fmitaw
mataniszinamexaw eni fmitaw
nizitozzfkaki' nazikisz
nimazitozzfkaki' nazikisz
6mahk6i' nazfkisz

=
=

=
=

=
=
=
=

=
=

=
=

.

they match (each other).
they match (each other).
it also matches. (Note the use of MOHT-.)
they match (each other), go well together.
it looks like an elephant.
they look like elk.
I look like a dog.
you look like a dog.
he looks like a dog.
he/she does not look like a dog.
they look like dogs.
they do not look like dogs.
my shoes (footwear) fit me OK. (note the lack of verb endings)
my shoes do not fit me (well). (note the lack of verb endings)
my shoes are too big;
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imikozzi'
za-anistapsfwaz?
anistapsiw ponokawsita-w
za-anistapfwaz
anistapiw miszfs

=
=
=
=
=

they are too small.
What's it (an.) like?
it's like a horse.
What's it (in.) like?
it's like a tree (in.)

Exercises:
With the examples above as your models, compose sentences of your own about matching colors, chairs, tables,
clothes, and about the fit of clothes, e.g. as6kasim, nizumokan, kizumokan, mazfx, kizfzikin, spfkizikin, iszikfzikin,
spiszikfzikin, fpsazis etc.
Compose sentences about things that look alike or people who resemble each other.
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LESSON 58 (NISIZiPO NANISIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:
-SIXKA- (S'XKA-)
to measure: nitaiS'XKAKI, nitaiS'XKOAw, nitaiS'XKOlhp (There appears to be an I
commonly dropped out of this stem, and the -AI- prefix is also slurred to sound like A)
-sixka (-s'xka) =a measure, number (as indicated in this lesson)
-okazi =foot (a measure)
SINI- = to measure (cloth):
,nitaiSINAw, nitaiSINlhp (-AI-like -A-)
UTA- = to measure (as with a measuring cup): nitUTAKI,
, nitUTAKATOhp.
ihtais'xkakiopi = a marker, ruler, measuring tape.
pistokuyis
wall
kapustirnan = wall (standing)
punikatan = dew-cloth, tipi lining, wall; an., pI. -tanix
nitokizaxin = inch (-uks'xkaxin?)
ihtaistuyirniopi an.
thermometer
Kanispai = Kalispell (the town; see nietahtai for the tribe.)
SPIw = is high, tall, an. & in.: SPlirn in.; SPITAw an. of persons;
SPIMIw an. of animals; SPIXIrn an. oftrees; SPIXlw in. of trees. There is also an impersonal form nitSPITAw.
INOSlrn = is long an.; INOlw in.; also an impersonal form niziNOlw
APAKSlw = is wide an.; APAKlw in.; also an impersonal form nitAPAKIw
izistapi = adding, plus
itohkizoyopi = table
apixikai
alphabet (it leans against)

Measuring:
This lesson is devoted to measurements, which of course are part of the world-view (or should I say "myth"?)
introduced by the white people, but which became important during the fur trade. The methods used to express
measures are probably best learned from examples. But we must bear in mind that the units of measure (inches,
feet, miles) may not always have been clearly distinguished and that such terms may better be translated as "measure":
"This table is three measures long", etc. Here are some examples:

.

Inak-sfpisto nisit6kazi nitspftawa
Miszisnizispixfw
Ihtais'xkakiopi nizinoiw
Amo it6hkizoyopi nizinoiw ki oma it6hkizoyopi nizit6kazi

=
=
=

=

It6hkizoyopi natoki6bizi
=
Natokis'xkaxin
Niu6xk6hkazi iZlstapi istuki-s'xkaxin
=
(Expressions like nizfnoiw and nitapiliw may precede or follow.)
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Little Owl is five feet tall.
the stick is one foot high.
the ruler is one foot long.
This table is one foot long and that table is
five feet (long).
The table is two feet (long).
it's two inches (long).
it's three feet two inches (long or wide).
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•
To say "Number one, number two" etc., you attach -S'XKA after the numeral:
nitoxka-s'xka (sixka)
niuoxkai-s'xka
nai-s'xka
ihkizfkai-s'xka

=
=
:::

=

number one
number three
number six
number seven; etc.

Similarly, to say that a pupil is in such-and-such a grade, you use this expression in this manner with the verb ANI:
Kihzfpi-pita lliitawANlw nisito-s'xka

=

Spotted Eagle is in the fifth grade.

Again similarly, you number lessons and other items this way:
esxinemazixin mitokai-s'xka

=

lesson number two or second lesson.

The transformative suffix introduced in Lesson XXIX, -ASI (-WASI) , is also used to measure mileage. To reply to
questions like Za-anisziPIUOw Kanispai? (How far is (it to) Kalispell?), you can use this numerical series:
anaukawasi-w
imikanaukawasi-w
nitoxkawasi-w
natokiawasi-w
niuoxkawasi-w
nisoawasi-w
nisit6tawasi-w
nawawasi-w
ihkizikawasi-w
nanisoawasi -w
pihxoawasi-w
kipawasi-w

=
=
==

=

=
=

=
==

=
==
==

it's half a mile (to, away, etc.)
it's a quarter of a mile ...
it's one mile ...
it's two miles ...
it's three miles ...
it's four miles ...
it's five miles ...
it's six miles ...
it's seven miles ...
it's eight miles ...
it's nine miles ....
it's ten miles ...

Exercises:
Compose a dialogue of queries and replies about the distance to here or there. Measure a number of items about the
room: a book, a table, a chair, the blackboard (ohkotoksimixin).
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LESSON 59 (NISIZIPO PIHXIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:

aso-, so-· = cover, covering
(a) sokasim (i) in. =coat, shirt, dress; pI. -asisz; nisokasim =my coat etc.
istokisokasim = shirt
(N) ITANISZINAm an., (N) ITANISZINAZIw in. = to look like, look as if
NIZINAm an., NIZINAZIw in. = to look like, look alike, resemble (usually followed by eni or ani)
NITUMAZINAm an., NITUMAZINAZIw in. = to fit, match, go well
ITOZZI =(to be) together, side by side; to fit, match, belong, go well together
apikiszikomokos
bowl (of porcelain or pottery)
maasi = a root, turnip (combining form -asi), any edible root, an.
nizikatpas (i) =carrot
pisazinikimi =wild onion
cabbage (what we make soup with)
ihtawkopskawpi in.
kazixi in. =root (of a tree)
Matching:

To talk about the fit of clothing and the matching of colors, furniture etc., use expressions like those that follow,
with the verb !TOZZI, which is also used in counting money. There are other possible idioms also.
nisituisina itozzi kipanauxi
kisokasim itozziwa
kisokasim omahk-ozzi-wa
kis6kasim inak-ozzi-wa
mahxinazi it6zzi-wa otahkuinazi
ozkuinazi maz-it6zzi-wa otahkuinazi

=
=
=
=
=

=

(it costs) five dollars (paper) and ten cents ($5.10).
your coat fits (you) well.
your coat is too big for you.
your coat is too small for you.
red goes well with yellow.
blue also goes well with yellow.

(Note the use of the inanimate form of color terms for the color noun itself.)
nizftozzi-wa nisokasim
kimazitozzihpa
ikomahko-w
ixfnakozzi -w a

=
=
=

my shirt fits me (well).
it does not fit you.
it's much too large;
it's much too small.
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